This article examines the mechanisms that turn landscapes into anti-landscapes: projection, material interference, and ideological contradiction. Landscape and anti-landscape are negates them through material resistance. This negation creates a sense of material transcendence, the aesthetic appeal through understanding that the world is larger than the projections onto it. Negation and material transcendence is the common denominator for anti-landscapes such as the exclusion zone around Chernobyl and the "feral houses" of the American suburb.
Introduction
with its fascination for the wild, yet it highlights the fact that meaning is not inherent in space but is projected onto it. Projection is a two-step -age of a New Israel onto space and then later sought to remake that space into the City upon the Hill. Landscape is the result of a cultural projection transforming physical space. Projection is not limited to humans; in his -gle incessantly against rocks in their path rather than going around them because of their "impulse to straightforwardness in a belittered world" their projections transform the land, creating "deep ruts by ages and ages of the slow draggings." Projection is a biological mechanism transforming -Projection is preceded by representation. Representation can refer to the transfer of material and spatial patterns onto media such as maps, and it also refers to the formation of images of the external world in the the external world. Richard Dawkins describes the relation of image and for representing the real world -which is exactly as it should be if our and Pinker argue against direct mental representation of the material -tion of mind and matter because images are made for engagement in the world. Also the sociologist Norbert Elias (1986) describes a functional relation of mind and material world and distinguishes between external strategy, it has to be "reality congruent." Humans are engaged in the material world and project mental images onto it, transferring cultural meaning onto space. Projection may alter a space materially or not, but it always alters the conception of it. A functional relation between representation, projection, and engagement also implies the possibility of incongruence and failure.
In society, mental images are projected onto the world not primarily -ment in the world. When this process fails, and the failure manifests itself in space, the result is dysfunctional, and quite likely an antilandscape. One can see projection failures as part of biological and cultural adaptation to the world, a call to not confuse image and material reality and to learn from failure to create a better image; negation " [t] ouch is the direct experience of resistance, the direct experience of the world as a system of resistance and pressures that persuade us of the existence of a reality independent of our imaginings" (1990, 8) . Metaphorically speaking, the highlighted materiality of the anti-landscape
It is important to note the difference between this experienced-based --ing ideas more highly than direct contact with the material world. The to re-infuse a sense of materiality and limitation into our perception of landscape.
Negation presents itself in four different forms. First, there is the projection fails when it clashes with material reality. An example here is projection of the controllability of atomic power onto Chernobyl. Third, projections fail because the spaces they are projected onto are -ates worlds that remain radically other, showing that what seem to be projections can fail because of inherent ideological contradictions. An example is the American-style suburb, which negates both the city -nate readers, the desert is a tourist destination, and "dark tourists" now explore both the exclusion zone of Chernobyl and the "feral houses" of abandoned suburbs.
ful. Whereas the Alps had been a dangerous obstacle for most of Europeople of Israel and a space to dispose unwanted elements: "But with the wilderness" (1 Corinthians 10:5). The desert for Jesus was both a withdrew himself into the wilderness and prayed" (Luke 5:16). Anti--all the animals come out at night." Another trend in Western culture pleasures), claustrophobic and caste-ridden India (with its spirituality), the tropical heart of darkness (with its promise of promiscuity), or lawless Mexico (a place to party or to hide). Landscapes and anti-landscapes are dialectical twins, their opposition being fueled by the projection of contradictory desires.
Solaris
describe phenomena on its surface in geocentric terms while failing to station is left in the planet's orbit. The three researchers there are challenged by a phenomenon that they are unable to report, for fear of being beings, model ed on the memories of the researchers: it creates a mirror but remains itself incomprehensible. One of the researchers realizes that mirroring is at the center of their mission:
We take off into the cosmos, ready for anything: for solitude, for hardship, for exhaustion, death. Modesty forbids us to say so, but there are times when we think pretty well sham. We don't want to conquer the cosmos, we simply want to extend the boundaries of another as frozen as the North Pole, yet another as lush as the Amazon basin. We are as the Knights of the Holy Contact. This is another lie. We are only seeking Man. We
The researchers remain caught in their human way of perception and try to an intelligence that does not distinguish between self and other, past portray anti-landscapes frustrating the human will to project a terrestrial Anti-landscapes are spaces of material transcendence, where the limits -ity. Edward Abbey saw the aesthetic potential in material transcendence when he described why he went into the desert:
Near the summit I found an arrow sign, three feet long, formed of stones and pointing off of more canyons, more mesas and plateaus, more mountains, more cloud-dappled sunspangled leagues of desert sand and desert rock, under the same old wide and aching sky.
The arrow pointed into the north. But what was it pointing at? I looked at the sign mother of all mother lodes … But there was nothing out there. Nothing at all. Nothing but the desert. Nothing but the silent world. That's why. (1991, 21-22, Abbey's emphasis) -riality. The desert is appealing because it transcends projection and the discusses the aesthetic potential of waste: "[T]he properly aesthetic attitude of the radical ecologist is not that of admiring or longing for a Anti-landscapes appeal because of their wastefulness, highlighting a a writer and a scientist, into the forbidden zone, to a place where wishes and industrial debris, and it is impossible to return the same way one reach their destination, they are confused because they realize that their the zone itself is a metaphor for life: it is dangerous, unidirectional, and -the essence of the zone is waste. Waste is appealing because it escapes -ing a house, predictions are made, based on abstractions about building materials, ground, climate, etc., and the projection may fail if there is projection predicts the effects of the transformation of the material world but is limited by an increasing complexity, which reduces calculabil--last few decades, it has been fashionable to talk about the predominant The increasing control of the material world has lead to blindness towards earthquake and tsunami danger are miscalculated, the results can wipe out entire cities. Today the complexity of the material world is matched by a growing complexity of the social (including economic) world, also with its relations of production, of exchange and of property, a society that has conjured up such gigantic means of production and of exchange, is like the sorcerer who is no longer able to control the powers of the nether that electrical light is a powerful sign of modern control, with the night The Sheltering Sky describing the blue desert sky: "the sky hides the night are associated with the absence of light. Electricity for light is produced reaction in Chernobyl failed, it created a gigantic anti-landscape, an failed, the material world has not disappeared. Chernobyl today is a operators offering trips to the reactor and the abandoned city of Pripyat. exclusion zones in the Ukraine and Byelorussia. The city of Pripyat and old roads, and places of human habitations, and this fact underscores is appealing about the exclusion zone is its material transcendence, the nuclear disaster pushing human beings away and allowing a glimpse into the underlying material world. more picturesque than towns, houses and sheds do not look real. All look sense of unreality is caused by the breakdown of projection, but there is no direct access to the material world. The underlying reality of radiaessays show lush, pastoral greenery and a dosimeter in the foreground.
landscape. Aesthetics, usually limited to sensory perception, can incorWhat is the lesson learned in the beautiful anti-landscape of the and human-made disasters, between whiteouts and blackouts. Both are limitations imposed by the material world. The anti-landscape is not a most of human history, the struggle with nature was the prerequisite for organization and solidarity. Only the blindness to material limitation has must be maintained in a struggle. Through industrialization the nature of this struggle has changed, as its main aim is not to subdue nature and It might be argued that the anti-landscape suggests an updated epic with nature with the aim to conquer it) and been supplanted by the notion of a harmonious nature into which humanity needs to integrate itself. the harmonious, are based on a false ideological premise, namely that nature is meaningful and predictable. A new epic sense of nature could world without us' is thus fantasy at its purest: witnessing the Earth itself regaining its pre-castrated state of innocence, before we humans spoiled it of the nearby city of Pripyat, which had to be abandoned" (2011, 80).
There is no pre-lapsarian state of affairs, and the new epic quality in the not in domination or projecting harmony onto the world.
The suburb appears to be an unlikely candidate for being an anti-landscape, dumps: "The suburb must be large enough and homogenous enough to the single family house set in the greenery of an open, parklike setting" Wall Street -Paul Goodman and Betty Friedan, it went without saying that the suburbs a similar statement: "Among well-educated and sophisticated people, will admit to an address on the Greenacres with the same sheepishness are complex: they originate both in an incongruence between material world and projections onto it and in an internal ideological contradiction in the projection itself. The suburb therefore is an anti-landscape that combines the hitherto discussed mechanisms of negation.
The limits of material projections with regard to the suburb are well known. The suburb is built on the projection of unlimited energy for cars beginning to show the limits of that projection. There are also economic reasons; suburbs in the Rust Belt are Fourierite communities being aban-2011). Christopher Leinberger argues that the suburbs may be the "next and work" (2008) . Demographic changes such as the increasing number of single households, the older "empty nesters," as well as energy costs -ban housing can be aesthetically appealing, as the photographer James D.
aesthetic appeal is the physical resistance of the material world, creating material transcendence (in the case of Detroit, economic forces accompany more complex than Chernobyl because it not only is a monument of failed material projections but also of internal ideological contradictions. The same cultural ideals that the suburb embodies are felt to be betrayed by it. Here I will consider the ideals of a sense of place, of personal relations, The suburb negates a sense of place. It promises a closer relation to idea that people and things exist in some sort of continuity, that we belong to the world physically and chronologically, and that we know where we are" (1993, 118) . But the land, including its climate and economic sense of place. For the suburb is a projection of consumerism onto the -rides local economies built on local resources. According to Fishman "the picturesque landscape has been carefully designed to represent the -and undermines a sense of place. The suburb negates personal relations. Fishman calls the suburb a of the city, restored to harmony with nature, endowed with wealth and wanted to escape the moral temptations and corruptions of the city, to bourgeois residence was now freed from traditional patterns to be redeacted primarily as an emotional rather than an economic unit" (Fishman The suburb resembles a panopticon, and it is in this sense different from both the city and nature, where one can hide or be anonymous.
by his wife, and Ricky must keep his door unlocked. Ricky's camera, -trol. This is not surprising because the idea of generating freedom through ownership is based on control of space, not on the openness of space.
suburb is mirrored by two-dimensionality in real space. Horizontality is not the same as being close to the ground. The historical rootlessness of anti-modern attitude negates reaching out into the sky. It creates a feeling of simultaneous agoraphobia and claustrophobia, of two-dimensional wide roads means "getting nowhere fast."
The suburb negates the past and the future. It appears to emulate smalltown life but negates both traditional and modern lifestyles. Kunstler Fruitlands, and the Fourierite communities, and which re-emerged in -and began constructing buildings that facilitated communal eating and --ing to what Owen Hatherley calls a "degeneration of the sexual-utopian imagery" (2008, 85) .
Ecotopia -ideal, arguing that settlements should be "microcities," consisting of some tens of thousands inhabitants, a short distance from a train station. He a sense of engagement in the world, and to replace core families with a pastoral return to a golden age but a bold imagination of creating a of utopia is itself utopian: "The true utopia is the belief that the existing 'realistic' is to think what, within the coordinates of this system, cannot but appear as impossible" (2011, 363) . Today the "rejected opposite" of look at them with horror, the remnants of a failed dream, anti-landscapes of ideological meltdowns. But are they failures? The rejection of socialist housing is not so much based on its aesthetic uniformity but on a rejec--cal appearance appears intimidating but is an adaptation to the arctic climate. The harsh winds in Murmansk are not felt in the space inside the "castle" where children can play. There is also recreational space around the buildings, and the area is within walking distance of the city center and connected by public transportation. If one sees equality and then the anti-landscape character of these blocks disappears. Also, those blocks are not a remnant of the past. New houses in Russia look similar -classes, showing that cultural coordinates create the ideal of the suburb as well as anti-landscapes.
Conclusion
Landscape and anti-landscape are dialectical twins. Whereas landscapes of its rejected others, the desert or the dump. What is a landscape and the tangible material and the intangible cultural world. Anti-landscapes originate in cultural projection as well as in material transcendence, projection and material reality. In addition there is the possibility that the projection of cultural meaning onto landscape is in itself incongruent or as well as by suburbanites who feel that their projection of the ideas of The anti-landscape highlights the "touching" aspect of landscape, the elements of limitation, negation, and failure that accompany human engagement in the world. This "touch" can be experienced with fear, as limit and failure, or with fascination, as material transcendence, suggestalways prone to failure, anti-landscapes are common, and they are not moral predicaments but can engender a new epic sense of relating to it, but wasteful. Electricity and the sun do not make the night disappear; one experiences the disappearance of the horizon, confusing the sense exhilarating because they link us to the material world.
